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INTRODUCTION

n each excavation season, archaeologists recover

a small number of unique or precious artifacts. In

some cases, the excavator immediately publishes

an individual find in some detail, for example the

Ba'alis bulla from Tell el-'Umeiri (Younker 1985)

and the cuneiform tablet from Hazor (Horowitz and

Shaffer 1992),, although many finds, like the Athe-

nian tetradrachm from Tell Jawa, only appear briefly

in preliminary reports (Daviau 1992: fig. 4). Those

finds that are quickly reported usually consist of in-

scribed items that have potential value in historical

reconstruction, such as ostraca, seals, and inscribed

ceramic vessels. Eight inscribed artifacts were recov-

ered during the 199I to 1993 seasons of excavation at

Tell Jawa, a2-hatell 10 km south of Amman, Jordan.

Among these finds were two ostraca (one incised and

the other written in ink) and three lamps with Arabic

inscriptions along with one lamp, a juglet, and afrag

ment of ostrich eggshell with Greek inscriptions.

The archaeological context for all of these arti-

facts was Building 600 in Field D (fig. 1), which

had a central courtyard plan with rooms on three

sides, a style common in the Byzantine and early

Umayyad period (Negev 1988, plans 6,23b; Alma-

gro 1992: 35 I-52). Continuing investigation should

clarify the occupational history of this structure. At

present, the ceramic evidence points to occupation

at the end of the Byzantine period and into the early

Islamic era. This dating is based on the preliminary

The transition from the late Byzantine to the early Islamic period was one of consider-

able changes in language and script, religion, economics, and state organization. At the

same time there was a certain amount of continuity that can be seen in the material cul-

ture from Umayyad period sites. One example is the jug of Naoumas that was inscribed

in Greek with a Semitic name. This interim report explores the archaeological, linguis-

tic, and historical setting of this fird, and introduces us to the inhabitants of Tell Jawa.
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analysis of ceramic finds including typical Byzan-

tine casserole covers and their matching cooking

pots, which have parallels at Pella (Smith and Day

1989: pl. 5I:4-6 [n.o. 6th-early 7th century]; Smith

1973: pls. 28:1229; 30:1185), and Capernaum (Pe-

leg 1989: fig. 52:26 [Umayyad]) and, at the far end

of the occupational sequence, a group of early Ab-

basid lamps with grape vine and cluster motif

(Arndt 1987: fig. 6:86, 92).

THE INSCRIBED JUGLET FROM FIELD D

Following the I99l field season, all diagnostic

and mendable pottery was sent to Wilfrid Laurier

University for reconstruction. There it was discov-

ered that a group of mendable sherds from Field D

formed the upper part of a small, thick-walled jug

(fig. 2; TJ 138). The diameter of the body is 10.3

cm and the wall of the jug body is 0.8 cm thick. A

distinctive ridge marks the change of direction at

the shoulder, and from this point on, the wall of

the neck and rim become significantly thinner, 0.5-

0.3 cm. The j.tg has a short neck (4.0 cm), a trefoil

spout, and a strap handle that is broken just above

its connection to the shoulder. With its base miss-

ing, the jug has a preserved height of 14.5 cm while

a comparable j,rg, also from Field D (TJ D32.44.0)

measures ca. 24 cm from the shoulder to immedi-

ately above the base. To date, no clear parallels

have been identified that would illustrate the com-

plete form of this vessel.
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Fig.  1.  Bui ld ing 600 in Field D,
showing Room 601 in the
southwest corner with find spots
of sherds from Jug 138.
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results in terms of depth of incision, residual clay

buildup at the end and sides of the strokes, and irreg-

ularities caused by inclusions in the clay. Two "Byz-

antine"-period vessels from Ramat Rahel-one jar

(360511) inscribed in Greek (Aharoni 1964: pl. 4:4)

the other (4253/I) in Arabic-show similar charac-

teristics suggesting incision before firing.

Also in support of our experiment is the fact that

in many postfiring inscriptions the color of the un-

derlying fabric is visible. This is not the case with

Jug 138, although this criterion cannot be used to the

full because the exterior surface of the jug appears

to have suffered smoke damage (5YR 5l2=reddish

gray, Munsell Soil Color Chart) making it impossi-

ble to see whether the fabric color (5YR 6/6=reddish

yellow) originally appeared in the incisions.

In the inscription (fig. 2), the nu and mu are

clearly uncials, while the two alphas and the upsilon

appear as minuscules. The letters range in height

from 8.5 to 13.0 mm. One possible explanation for

these variations is that the clay varied in degree of

dryness when the letters were incised into the jug.

This interpretation of the evidence is further sup-

ported by the smooth oval achieved in the formation

of the omicron, visible even without magnification

(f igs. 3, 4).

In most cases, the incisions on the Tell Jawa jug

are sufficiently clear to indicate the direction that the

tool was pushed to form each stroke (fig. 2). For ex-

ol ol  t
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A single sherd (TJ D2.19.1) that mended with Jug

138 bore a one-word inscription in Greek characters

(Naouma). After reconstruction it was clear that the

inscription was complete and posed no problem of

transcription (fig. 3). In antiquity, there were several

techniques used for inscribing letters or decorative

marks into clay; the most common were incising with

a tool or knifel b"fore firing (Shepard 1976: 20I),

and chiselling the inscription into the surface after

firing (Prignaud 1978: 143-45; Nadelman 1990:

33).2 Incising before firing results in a smooth stroke

in contrast to chiselling, which shows repeated blows

or cut marks.

The Naouma inscription does not show the char-

acteristic signs of chiselling. Rather its current ap-

pearance suggests that the incisions were formed

before firing, when the jug was at the leather-hard

stage. This judgment is based on the long, smooth

strokes apparent on the upsilon and the mu (ng. 4).

At the same time, there seems to have been some

difficulty incising the small curved letters, especially

the alphas. In these letters, there are indentations

formed by impressing the tool in clay that was quite

dry but still unfired (fig. 3). Experimentation with

clay at various degrees of dryn"rr3 strongly supports

this suggestion. Attempts to incise the name Naouma

and to produce the same types of strokes and aberra-

tions in wet clay, leather-hard clay, and dty, unfired

clay showed that leather-hard clay gave the best
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name of Naouma in Greek

MAovMA

ffisoa

Fig. 2. Jug 138 with name of Naouma on the front; detail of
the incised letters forming the name, Naouma.

ample, the two side strokes of the ffiu, along with the

left diagonal stroke were all formed from top to bot-

tom. Because of the angle at which the tool was held,

both vertical strokes of the mu as well as the arms of

the upsilon produced asymmetrical troughs (Shepard

1976: 201, fig. 15). By far, the omicron and the two

alphas are the most cursive letter forms in the in-

scription. In addition to their rounded forms, the al-

phas each had a downward curving stroke on the

right side.

Several features in the script deserve comment.

First, the nu is small by comparison with the other un-

cials (75 mm vs 130 mm for the mu); in fact, it is the

smallest of all letters.4 Secondly, the upsilon is

formed as a V instead of a rounded U shape. While

the V-shaped form would be quite suitable for mosaic

inscriptions where rounded forms are difficult to ex-

ecute, both shapes are possible on clay. The Tell Jawa

form may be due to the preference of the potter or the

Fig.  3.  Jug 138 with the
characters.

Fig. 4. Detail of the inscription showing the asymmetrical
grooves and smooth strokes of the upsilon and the mu.

dryness of the clay. Another comparable feature

appears in the mu, where the diagonal strokes meet

the side strokes just above the middle rather than at

the top of the letter (fig. 4). Without a secure date for



 

Fig.  5.  Gaza amphora, TJ D12.10.1.

the jug and several examples of contemporary script,

it is not possible to say whether these features reflect

sloppy workmanship or just a variant formal style.

Stratigraphic Context

In I99I, the first season of excavations was un-

dertaken in Field D where a large rectangular struc-

ture (Building 600 , cd. 16 x 18 m) was well preserved

at ground level. The sherds that formed the Naouma

jug were recovered from two loci within the south-

west corner of Building 600 in the debris within

Room 601 (fig. 1). Eleven sherds were located im-

mediately below Soil Layer D I2:I, which sealed the

upper steps of Stairway DI2.13 that led to an upper

area/room above Room 601. The single, inscribed

sherd had fallen onto the south wall (Locus 5) of

Room 601 and was sealed by Soil LayerD2: 11. This

stratigraphic situation suggests that there was an

upper story or roof terrace above Room 6015 where

the jug had been in use and the sherds were scattered

when the building was destroyed or abandoned. An-

other possible explanation is that the jug was broken

on the stairs and only one sherd was redeposited in

a secondary location after the building went out of

use. In fact, the tell is presently part of a neighbor-

hood where animals and children have free access to

the top of the tell, making contamination and second-

ary disturbance a continuing process.

The Name

The series of letters inscribed on the jug repre-

sents a name, more particularly a Semitic personal
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name in Greek transcription, derived from r/NHnA
(nun het mem). Two agnate forms, likewise attested

in Greek, are of supplementary interest. The first of

these is "Naoum," initially employed by the transla-

tor of the Twelve Minor Prophets to render Hebrew
"Nahum" (nhwm), but also found subsequently, on at

least three occasions, for other individuals. These are

r Savignac 1952: no. 8 = SEG 7 , 924. The date is

evidently Byzantine and its source a funerary

stele in the Graeco-Syrian quarter of the cem-

etery at Khirbet es-Samra, in the vicinity of

Jerash (cf. Wuthnow 1930: 81).

o Turner 1g3g: no. 68 = CPI3, 501. The papyrus

in which it occurs (a register of payments) has

been assigned a fourth century A.D. date, but

its precise Egyptian provenance is not known.

o Lrdzbarski 1902: no. 79 = Cil 2,, 943. The

likely provenance of this epitaph is Jaffa, but

no date is specified (cf. Wuthnow 1930: 81).

The second name of interest is 'oNaoumos," an

inflected form of biblical "Naoum," used to render

the latter by Josephus. .ds a name for other individ-

uals we find it on two occasions:

o CIG 2,2526 = CIG 12,32. Although no date is

given, the inscription's provenance is the

island of Rhodes (cf. Wuthnow 1930: 81).

o Dunand 1932: no. 11 = SEG 7,1010. Again no

date has been assigned, and the epitaph on

which the name appears was said to be em-

bedded, at the time of its discover], in a wall

at Shaqqa (Maximianopolis), located near

Shuhba (Philippopolis) in the Hauran.

The form "Naouma" is attested at least three

times, apart from the Tell Jawa jug:

o McCown 1921- 1922: 1 1 l - I2 = Abel  1925:

no. 3 = SEG 8, 249. Its place of origin is a

tomb at Marisa (Beit Jibrin) which Abel, who

supplies a hand copy, dated to the third to

second-century B.c.

o Saller and Bagatti 1949: 168 (pl. 32.2) - Gat-

ier  1986: no. I02 = Mi l ik  1959-1960: no. 5 -

Picciri l lo 1989: 18 1 , 320, a mosaic inscrip-

tion from the Church of Saint George at

Mekhayyat near Madaba, dated to the sixth

century A.D., but which can be further pin-

poinred to 531 -36.

e Piccir i l lo 1987: no. 6 (pl .  4) = 1989: 29I;  cf .

1988: 229 upper left, a commemorative in-

scription from the Church of Saint Stephen at
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George's and other churches in the Madaba area
can be cited, with confidence, in support of such a
conclusion. on balance, then, it is probable that
the individual in question is male and that his
name was "Naoumas."

The inscription from St. Stephen's is entirely un-

ambiguous on the question of gender, since the name
is appositive to the masculine phrase "your servant"

[genitive]; and again a Semitic transcription may be

dismissed for lack of supporting evidence. Conse-
quently, we have here well-nigh certainly the name
"Naoumas."

In light of present evidence, "Naouma" on the Tell

Jawa jug might best be read as the genitive of "Naou-

mas," with the meaning "belonging to Naog1n4s"-

unless, of course, one posits a dual gender epithet.

If our general delineation is correct, "Naoumas,"

unlike "Naoum" and "Naoumos," can scarcely be

regarded as a linear descendant of Septuagintal
"Naoum" = Hebrew "Nahum," but is rather a sepa-

rate and distinct borrowing from Semitic. Its likely

origin is Aramaic "Nahuma," the Talmudic equiva-

lent of biblical "Nahum" (Noldeke 1904-1910: I

100). Its use as a Greek name spans at least a thou-

sand years, but its geographical distribution appears

to have been rather more limited in scope.

Naoumas' Jug in lts Archaeological Setting

The Greek inscription on the jug of Naoumas is

not the only evidence for Greek-speaking inhabitants

at Tell Jawa. Fragments of two other artifacts with

Greek inscriptions were recovered from the debris

layers of Building 600, a lamp fragment with the
partial word " . .. toron" (TJ D23.I8.26) and a frag-

ment of ostrich egg shall (TJ D32.804) with Greek

letters that may be part of a larger text written in ink

on its convex surface. The occurrence of a Gaza am-

phora (fig. 5, identified by John Hayes, April 1994)

in the same building suggests a date in the late sixth

century or early seventh century (Magness 1992:

165, f ig. L2:I4; Sodini et Vil leneuve 1992: fig. 2:3).

Morphological changes over time are apparent in the

Tell Jawa amphora since the rim and neck treatment

is very coarse, considerably less well finished than

Peacock and Will iams'Class 49 (1986: f ig. 116). The

description that best fits the Tell Jawa vessel is that

of Riley, " a cylindrical amphora with a naffow body,

short rim and ring handles. There are invariably ac-

cretions of clay on the shoulder and around the rim"

(Riley Ig7 5: 27).6 Th. closest parallel, in terms of

rim form, is from the n.o . 7 47 collapse phase at Pella

Um er-Rasas near Madaba. Since the years

756 and 785 A.D. (read by Schick l l99l: 651

as 718) have been preserved in the mosaics,

an eighth century date is assured.

The precise morphology of the name in question

as well as the gender of the person named entails

a number of uncertainties. Though Abel read the

Marisa inscription as "Naouma" and interpreted it

as feminine (nominative), McCown had earlier de-

ciphered it as "Naoum&s," construed it as a variant

of "Naoumos ," and, consequently, regarded it as a

masculine appellation. (He admits, however, to

difficulties in justifying the final letter.) There is, of

course, ilo good reason why McCown's reading (if

correct) should result in a masculine name, since a

feminine genitive is fully viable. Unfortunately, the

accompanying four names from Tomb V are evi-

dently difficult to decipher (see the independent ren-

ditions of McCown and Abel). Nevertheless, name

5 (unikO\s = Eunike\s?) seems reasonably certain as

a feminine genitive. Furthermore, the preponder-

ance of genitives among the names from Tomb VII

(Abel 1925: 270) perhaps suggests that the latter

inflection should be preferred. On that basis, the

Marisa inscription gives us either a masculine name

in -as (contra Abel) or a feminine name in -a (con-

tra McCown). Improbably, but not impossibly, we

have an uninflected Semitic name.

More context for "Naouma" is provided in the

inscription from St. George'S, since the mosaics

are said to be the work of 'oNaouma and Kyriakos

and Thomas." A cursory reading suggests that the

text speaks of one woman (Naouma) and two men.

Questions and problems present themselves, how-

ever. Is it historically viable to speak of a female

mosaicist in the sixth century a.o.? If 
o'Naouma"

is, on the other hand, endowed with masculine

gender, the form must be either a simple (unin-

flected) transcription from Semitic or an inflected

Greek formation (genitive) in -as. In favor of the

latter it may be pointed out that, since the names

are appositive to a preceding genitive, strict rules

of grammar require them to be in concord with it

(corrected accordingly in Saller and Bagattt 1949:

168). The kind of resultant discordance with the

following names is, however, not hard to find else-

where at St. George's (cf. Picciri l lo 1989: 181 [re:
Ammonios et a1.] which furnishes an exact gram-

matical parallel). Against our first stated option,

namely to read "Naouma" as a Semitic transcrip-

tion pure and simple, it should be noted that none

of the inscriptions in Piccirillo ( 1989) from St.
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